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The primary reinforcing effects of nicotine are mediated by the drugs action at central nervous system nicotinic acetylcholine receptors

(nAChRs). Although previous studies have demonstrated that nicotine potently enhances responding for non-pharmacological stimuli,

the role of nAChRs in this reinforcement-enhancing effect is not known. The two reinforcement-related effects of nicotine can be

dissociated in a paradigm that provides concurrent access to drug infusions and a non-pharmacological visual stimulus (VS). The present

study characterized the role of nAChRs in the primary reinforcing effect of nicotine and the reinforcement-enhancing effect of nicotine.

For rats with access to VS (VS-Only), nicotine (NIC-Only), both reinforcers contingent upon one response (NIC+VS) or both

reinforcers contingent upon separate responses (2-Lever), unit dose–response relationships (0, 30, 60, or 90 mg/kg/infusion, free base)

were determined over a 22-day acquisition period. Expression of the two reinforcement-related effects of nicotine was manipulated by

pharmacological antagonism of nAChRs (1mg/kg mecamylamine, subcutaneous, 5-min before the session) or by substituting saline for

nicotine infusions (ie extinction) over a series of seven test sessions. Unit dose manipulations yielded an inverse dose–response

relationship for active lever responding in the NIC+VS group. The dose–response relationships for rats with independent access to each

reinforcer (2-Lever group) were relatively flat. For the 2-Lever group, acute mecamylamine challenge blocked the reinforcement-

enhancing effects of nicotine, VS-lever responding decreased to basal levels on the first day of mecamylamine treatment or saline

substitution (to the level of the VS-Only group). In contrast, nicotine-lever responding decreased gradually over the 7-day testing period

(similar to saline extinction). The two reinforcement-related effects of nicotine are mediated by nAChRs but can be dissociated by acute

and chronic profiles.
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INTRODUCTION

Although tobacco smoke contains more than 4000 com-
pounds, nicotine has been identified as the major tobacco
ingredient that maintains chronic smoking behavior
(USDHHS, 1988). This conclusion is supported by the
numerous failed attempts of tobacco companies to market
products with decreased nicotine yield (Jaffe, 1990) and
pre-clinical findings in which operant responses (ie lever-
presses) are strengthened or sustained by nicotine delivery
in humans, non-human primates, canines, and rodents (eg
Corrigall and Coen, 1994; Goldberg et al, 1981; Harvey et al,
2004; Risner and Goldberg, 1983).
Despite the undeniable role of nicotine in human

smoking, non-nicotine stimuli have become an increasingly

investigated contributor to tobacco addiction (Rose, 2006).
In human smoking, nicotine delivery occurs in conjunction
with a number of non-pharmacological stimuli that are
inextricable from smoking behavior (eg throat irritation,
smell, and taste of smoke, see Rose and Levin, 1991).
Indeed, the recent work of Rose and co-workers has
demonstrated that sensorimotor stimuli associated with
smoking are particularly important to smoking behavior
(Rose et al, 2003) and subjective ratings of liking (Rose et al,
2000). For example, puffing denicotinized cigarettes has a
stronger satiating effect on ad lib smoking than pulsed
infusions of nicotine (Rose et al, 2003). Similarly, exclusion
of non-nicotine stimuli in a rodent model of nicotine self-
administration can decrease responding for the drug to
levels that are only moderately higher than controls that
self-administer vehicle (Caggiula et al, 2002). Thus, non-
nicotine stimuli can be considered a critical component of
rodent self-administration models that are designed to
reveal the relationship between two essential elements of
smoking in humans.
Recent advances in the rodent nicotine self-administra-

tion paradigm have led us to propose a new model of
nicotine reinforcement (Chaudhri et al, 2006a), in which the
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drug has two dissociable actions on operant responding.
First, nicotine can function as a primary reinforcer of
operant behavior; rats will respond for nicotine in the
absence of non-pharmacological stimuli, albeit at very low
rates (eg Caggiula et al, 2002). Second, nicotine enhances
responding for non-pharmacological stimuli that have some
reinforcing value, an effect that was initially demonstrated
by removing the contingency between drug delivery and
operant responding (Donny et al, 2003). Thus, nicotine not
only supports operant behavior (ie serves as a primary
reinforcer) but also inflates the incentive value of non-
nicotine reinforcers. The dissociation of these two effects
was recently confirmed in a study that separated the
operant response required to earn nicotine infusions from
the response required to earn presentation of a non-
pharmacological reinforcer, which in this case was a
compound visual stimulus (VS; Palmatier et al, 2006).
Response rates from groups of rats that could obtain the
two reinforcers concurrently by pressing different levers (ie
NIC or VS) were compared to response rates from groups
that pressed one lever for both reinforcers (NIC+VS) or for
each reinforcer alone (NIC-Only or VS-Only). The con-
current access group (henceforth referred to as the 2-Lever
group) responded for nicotine at rates expected by primary
reinforcement, that is, comparable to rats self-administering
nicotine-alone (NIC-Only group). In addition, concurrent
access to nicotine had an enhancing effect on VS-derived
reinforcement; responding for the VS was enhanced relative
to rats that could only earn the non-pharmacological
stimulus (VS-Only group), and comparable to rats receiving
access to both stimuli for making a single operant response
(NIC+VS group).
This dissociation between the two reinforcement-related

effects of nicotine provides a unique opportunity to
investigate their behavioral and pharmacological substrates.
For example, manipulations that decrease nicotine seeking
are not contaminated by changes to the unconditional
effects of nicotine on the stimulus (ie reinforcement-
enhancing effect) or by changes in conditional value that
have accrued via pairings of nicotine and VS (ie conditioned
reinforcement). Therefore, the present study was designed
to characterize the role of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(nAChRs) in both the primary reinforcing and reinforce-
ment-enhancing effects of nicotine. To do so, we varied the
concentration of nicotine delivered for each infusion earned
(unit dose, 30–90 mg/kg/infusion, free base) to determine if
changing the intensity and/or duration of drug action at
nAChRs enhanced or attenuated responding for nicotine,
VS, or both. Next, nAChRs were antagonized by systemic
administration of a non-selective, non-competitive antago-
nist (mecamylamine) before each of seven consecutive daily
sessions (MEC-EXT) in which rats had continued access to
nicotine. Response rates from the mecamylamine tests were
compared to a saline extinction condition in which rats
received vehicle pretreatment and vehicle infusions instead
of nicotine (SAL-EXT).

METHODS

Subject: Male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan Farms, IN)
weighing 174–200 g on arrival were housed individually in

hanging wire mesh cages. Rats were housed in a tempera-
ture- and humidity-controlled colony room on a reverse
12 : 12 h light : dark cycle. Unrestricted access to food and
water was allowed for 3 days after their arrival. Food access
was subsequently restricted to 20 g/day allowing limited
growth (approximately 20 g/week) throughout the remain-
der of the study (Donny et al, 1995).
Apparatus: All experimental sessions were conducted in

25� 31� 8 (w� l� h) cm operant conditioning chambers
(BRS/LVE Model RTC-020, MD; see Donny et al, 1995 for
further details). The VS consisted of 1-s illumination of a
white cue light located directly above the ‘VS’ or ‘active’
lever, followed by 1-min deactivation of the house light.
During each session, rats were connected to a swivel system
that delivered intravenous infusions while allowing nearly
unrestricted movement in the chamber.
Drugs: Nicotine hydrogen tartrate salt and mecamylamine

hydrochloride (Sigma, St Louis, MO) were dissolved in 0.9%
saline. The nicotine solution pH was adjusted to 7.0 (70.2)
with a dilute NaOH solution. Depending on dose condition
(see later), nicotine was delivered at 30, 60, or 90 mg/kg/
infusion; unit dose was calculated from the base form of
nicotine. All nicotine infusions were delivered in less
than 1 s at a volume of 0.1ml/kg/infusion. Mecamylamine
was injected subcutaneously (s.c.) at a dose of 1mg/kg.
This dose was based on preliminary data and previous
studies in which higher mecamylamine doses do not have
any additional effect on nicotine self-administration (eg
Mansbach et al, 2000).

Procedure

A schematic representation of experimental procedures,
dose conditions, and the number of subjects in each
condition are presented in Table 1.
Lever training: Rats were autoshaped to press two levers

for sucrose pellets as described by Palmatier et al (2006).
Rats meeting a criterion of 25 responses during autoshaping
sessions were tested for side-preference; the remaining rats
were hand shaped to press both levers before preference
testing. Preference tests were conducted in extinction
(responding was not reinforced), both levers were extended
simultaneously and the distribution of responses was used
to determine unconditioned side preferences.
After lever training, all rats were randomly assigned to

one of four groups (2-Lever, NIC+VS, NIC-Only, or VS-
Only) and one of three dose conditions (30, 60, or 90 mg/kg/
infusion). Left vs right lever preferences were counter-
balanced as much as allowed by the samples and overall
preference ratios for preferred vs non-preferred levers were
matched across groups and doses. Subsequently, each rat
was randomly assigned an ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ lever or an
‘infusion’ and ‘VS’ lever with the constraints that left vs
right was counterbalanced and preference ratios were
matched across lever assignments. Preference ratios in each
group and dose condition were not statistically different,
Fo1.
Surgery: Rats were implanted with chronic indwelling

jugular catheters after lever training. Catheters were
constructed as described previously (Donny et al, 1998).
Following surgery, catheters were flushed daily by infusing
0.1ml heparinized sterile saline and the antibiotic ticarcillin
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plus clavulanate to reduce post surgical infections. See
Donny et al (1998) for other details about surgical
procedures.
Acquisition (Sessions 1–22): Self-administration testing

began 7–10 days after surgery and was carried out in 1-h
sessions 5 days per week unless otherwise noted. Rats were
placed in the experimental chambers and connected to the
drug-delivery system. Illumination of the house light
signaled the start of the session. For 2-Lever groups,
pressing the infusion lever resulted in delivery of the
assigned unit dose of nicotine; subsequent infusions were
not available until a 1min time-out period had expired.
Pressing the VS lever resulted in 1-s illumination of the cue
light followed by 60-s deactivation of the house light;
pressing the VS-lever had no subsequent programed
consequence during this period. For the VS-Only group,
training contingencies were identical, however, pressing the
infusion lever resulted in a 0.1ml/kg infusion of 0.9% saline.
For NIC+VS groups, pressing the active lever delivered an
infusion of the assigned unit nicotine dose and the VS. For
NIC-Only groups, pressing the active lever resulted only in
infusion of the assigned nicotine dose. For these latter two
groups, pressing the other (ie inactive) lever had no
scheduled consequences. Reinforcement schedules were
fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) during sessions 1–12, and FR2 during
all remaining sessions. For rats with two active levers (2-
Lever and VS-Only), the schedule of reinforcement was
always equivalent on both levers and similar to rats with
one active lever (NIC+VS and NIC-Only, see Palmatier
et al, 2006 for more details).

30 mg/kg baseline (Sessions 23–28): All remaining test
sessions were conducted on consecutive days, 7 days per
week. During the 30 mg/kg baseline sessions, all groups with
access to nicotine (2-Lever, NIC+VS, and NIC-Only) were
switched to the 30 mg/kg unit infusion dose. Baseline
sessions continued until stability (p30% variance in
reinforcers earned for three consecutive sessions) and
similarity (faded doses not significantly different from
30 mg/kg rats over three consecutive sessions) criteria were
met. For rats originally assigned to the 30 mg/kg unit dose
and for the VS-Only group there were no procedural
changes during this phase.
Mecamylamine/saline extinction (Sessions 29–35): Rats in

each group were assigned to one of two extinction
conditions (MEC-EXT or SAL-EXT) with the constraint
that previous unit dose assignment (30, 60, or 90 mg/kg) and
responding during the last three baseline sessions were
matched across conditions. Rats in the SAL-EXT condition
received s.c. injections of saline 15min before each session.
For these rats, 0.9% saline vehicle infusions replaced
nicotine for meeting the FR2 schedule requirement on the
infusion or active lever. Rats in the MEC-EXT condition
received s.c. injections of mecamylamine (1mg/kg) before
each session. For 2-Lever, NIC+VS and NIC-Only rats in
the MEC-EXT condition, nicotine infusions were delivered
for meeting the response requirement on the infusion/active
lever, VS-Only controls continued to receive access to saline
infusions on the inactive lever.
Reacquisition (Sessions 36–40): To verify that decreases in

responding during extinction were attributable to experi-

Table 1 Schematic Representation of Experimental Procedures

Training phase

Group Lever Lever training NIC SA 30 NIC Baseline Extinction Reacquisition

2-Lever VS Food VS VS VS VS

30 NIC (n¼ 9) SAL/SAL (n¼ 9)

Infusion Food 60 NIC (n¼ 8) 30 NIC SAL/30 NIC

90 NIC (n¼ 7) MEC/30 NIC (n¼ 8)

NIC+VS 30 NIC+VS (n¼ 6) SAL/SAL+VS (n¼ 8)

Active Food 60 NIC+VS (n¼ 8) 30 NIC+VS SAL/30 NIC+VS

90 NIC+VS (n¼ 6) MEC/30 NIC+VS (n¼ 10)

Inactive Food F F F F

NIC-Only 30 NIC+VS (n¼ 8) SAL/SAL (n¼ 10)

Active Food 60 NIC+VS (n¼ 6) 30 NIC+VS SAL/30 NIC

90 NIC+VS (n¼ 8) MEC/30 NIC (n¼ 9)

Inactive Food F F F F

VS-Only VS Food VS VS VS VS

Infusion Food SAL (n¼ 6) SAL SAL/SAL (n¼ 3) SAL/SAL

MEC/SAL (n¼ 3)

NIC, /NIC: nicotine infusions available during session; SAL, /SAL: vehicle infusions available during session; VS: visual stimulus; 30, 60, 90: unit nicotine dose (mg/kg/
infusion); MEC/, SAL/: mecamylamine or vehicle pretreatment 15min before session; (n¼ x): number of subjects included in analyses for NIC SA and Baseline–
Extinction–Reacquisition phases, chloral hydrate tests determined catheter patency after NIC SA and Reacquisition phases.
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mental manipulations, rats in both extinction conditions
were allowed to re-acquire nicotine self-administration. All
parameters were identical to the 30-mg/kg baseline phase,
except that s.c. saline injections were given 15min before
each session.
Data analyses: Analyses of response rates were similar to

Palmatier et al (2006). Briefly, nicotine seeking was defined
as responding on the infusion- or active-lever in the 2-Lever
and NIC-Only groups, respectively. VS seeking was defined
as responding on the VS-lever in the 2-Lever and VS-Only
groups. Nicotine seeking and VS seeking were analyzed
independently. Active-lever responding for the NIC+VS
group was included in both sets of analyses. Omnibus 3-way
ANOVAs for VS-seeking and nicotine-seeking measures
included Dose and Group as between subjects factors, and
Session as the within subjects factor. Follow-up 2-way
ANOVAs contrasted Group within each Dose condition
because only one group of rats served as a vehicle baseline
for VS seeking (VS-Only group, n¼ 6). Dunnett’s Multiple
Comparisons test was used to evaluate significant main
effects of Group; responding for multiple reinforcers (ie NIC
+VS and 2-Lever groups) was compared to responding
from the appropriate control condition (NIC-Only or VS-
Only). An a priori alpha criterion was set at pp0.05 for all
comparisons; multiple p values are reported as ‘ps’.

RESULTS

Effect of Nicotine Dose

Figure 1 illustrates average active-lever responding during
each FR1 and FR2 testing session for each group; each
nicotine dose (30, 60, or 90 mg/kg/infusion) condition is
displayed in a separate panel (a, b, or c, respectively).
Results from the omnibus ANOVAs for nicotine- and VS-
lever responding during FR1 and FR2 sessions are
presented in Table 2.
30 mg/kg nicotine: When rats had concurrent access to

30 mg/kg nicotine infusions and the VS (2-Lever group),
infusion-lever responding reflected the primary reinforcing
effect of nicotineFit was similar to NIC-Only controls
during FR1 and FR2 testing sessions, psX0.99. In contrast,
responding for the VS was potently enhanced relative to
controls that responded for VS alone on the active lever
(VS-Only group), psp0.02. Notably, co-presentation of the
VS and 30 mg/kg nicotine infusions (NIC+VS group) also
potently enhanced responding relative to NIC-Only and VS-
Only control groups, psp0.04. This difference replicates
previous studies from our laboratory (Chaudhri et al,
2006a), although whether it reflects an increase in the
motivational value of nicotine or VS is unclear without
information provided by the 2-Lever group.
60 mg/kg nicotine: This dose condition replicates previous

findings (Palmatier et al, 2006). For the 2-Lever group,
infusion-lever responding occurred at rates expected by the
primary reinforcing effects of nicotine (ie comparable to
NIC-Only group), psX0.34, and VS-lever responding was
increased relative to VS-Only controls, p¼ 0.02 (FR2), by
the reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine. For the
NIC+VS group, active-lever responding was higher than
VS-Only controls during the FR2 phase, p¼ 0.03. Although
there was a main effect of Group for infusion-lever

responding during FR1 sessions (see Table 2), neither the
NIC+VS nor 2-Lever groups differed from NIC-Only
controls, psX0.08. For 2-Lever and NIC+VS groups, the
enhancing effect of nicotine seemed to emerge over
sessions. The significant Group effect during FR2, but not
FR1 sessions, and significant Group� Session interactions
in each phase (VS Presentations, Table 2) confirm this
conclusion. Relative to VS-Only controls, the 2-Lever group

Figure 1 Mean (71 SEM) active lever responding for rats in the NIC-
Only, NIC+VS, and 2-Lever groups with access to 30 (a), 60 (b), or 90 mg/
kg (c) nicotine infusions. For the 2-Lever group, responding on the infusion
lever (’) is depicted separately from responding on the VS lever (&). The
VS-Only group (0mg/kg/infusion) is depicted in each panel for comparative
purposes. When nicotine and VS were contingent upon a single response
(NIC+VS groups) higher unit doses decreased response rate. In contrast,
when nicotine and VS were contingent upon separate responses (2-Lever
groups), higher unit doses still potently increased responding for VS.
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responded at higher rates for the VS on sessions 19–22,
psp0.05 (corrected, one-tailed), and the NIC+VS group
responded at higher rates on sessions 15–17 and 20,
psp0.05 (corrected, one-tailed).
90 mg/kg nicotine: Concurrent access to 90 mg/kg nicotine

and the VS (2-Lever group) was analogous to other dose
conditions; infusion-lever responding occurred at rates
comparable to the NIC-Only group, psX0.34, and VS-lever
responding was amplified by the reinforcement-enhancing
effects of nicotine, p¼ 0.001 (relative to VS-Only, FR2). For
the NIC+VS group, co-presentation of the VS and 90 mg/kg
nicotine infusions suppressed active-lever responding. In
this group, active-lever responding was comparable to VS-
Only controls, p¼ 0.4 (FR2), but significantly higher than
NIC-Only rats, psp0.002 (FR1 and FR2). At this unit dose
(90 mg/kg), the reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine
emerged over sessions in the 2-Lever group. There was a
significant Group effect during FR2, but not FR1 sessions,
and significant Group� Session interaction during FR1
sessions (VS Presentations, Table 2). Follow-ups confirmed
that relative to VS-Only controls, the 2-Lever group
responded at higher rates on session 9, p¼ 0.05 (corrected,

one-tailed) and throughout FR2 sessions (see previous).
NIC+VS groups were not included in these follow-ups
because active-lever responding never differed from VS-
Only controls (Table 3).
Dose–response analyses: Figure 2a illustrates the dose–

response curves generated from average responding during
the last three FR2 testing sessions. The pattern confirms
that high unit doses of nicotine inhibit responding for VS
when both reinforcers are contingent on a single response
(NIC+VS group). In contrast, when nicotine and VS are
contingent on separate responses, nicotine intake depends
on the drug’s primary reinforcing effect (similar to NIC-
Only controls), but the reinforcement-enhancing effect is
maximal in all dose conditions. These conclusions were

Table 2 Omnibus ANOVA for Response-Rates during FR1 and
FR2 Sessions

Training phase
Infusion levera VS leverb

Source df F Sig. df F Sig.

FR1 (sessions 1–12)

Session 11 14.84 0.00* 11 29.88 0.00*

Session* dose 22 1.32 0.15 22 1.32 0.15

Session* group 22 6.50 0.00* 11 4.46 0.00*

Session* dose* group 44 1.17 0.22 22 0.58 0.94

Error (session) 627 473

Dose 2 7.36 0.01* 2 6.41 0.01*

Group 2 26.79 0.00* 1 2.25 0.14

Dose* group 4 4.03 0.01* 2 0.23 0.80

Error 57 43

FR2 (sessions 13–22)

Session 9 5.64 0.00* 9 4.99 0.00*

Session* dose 18 2.90 0.00* 18 1.19 0.26

Session* group 18 1.46 0.10 9 2.48 0.01*

Session* Dose* group 36 0.69 0.92 18 1.13 0.32

Error (session) 513 387

Dose 2 4.36 0.02* 2 3.95 0.03*

Group 2 29.99 0.00* 1 6.67 0.01*

Dose* group 4 2.67 0.04* 2 0.70 0.50

Error 57 43

FR¼ fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement.
*Indicates significant main effect or interaction according to a priori criterion,
pp0.05.
aIncludes infusion (active)-lever responding for 2-Lever, NIC+VS, and NIC-Only
groups, 30–90mg/kg/infusion doses.
bIncludes VS (active)-lever responding for 2-Lever, NIC+VS, and VS-Only
groups, 0–90mg/kg/infusion doses.

Table 3 Follow-Up Two-Way ANOVAs for Response Rates
Within Each Nicotine Dose Condition

Infusion levera VS leverb

Dose Phase Source df F Sig. df F Sig.

30 mg/kg/inf FR1 Session 11 4.24 0.00* 11 14.23 0.00*

Session* group 22 3.37 0.00* 22 3.26 0.00*

Error (session) 220 198

Group 2 12.06 0.00* 2 4.88 0.02*

Error 20 18

FR2 Session 9 6.21 0.00* 9 2.82 0.01*

Session* group 18 0.75 0.76 18 0.70 0.81

Error (session) 180 162

Group 2 11.21 0.01* 2 8.20 0.01*

Error 20 18

60 mg/kg/inf FR1 Session 11 8.24 0.00* 11 14.13 0.00*

Session* group 22 2.66 0.00* 22 2.13 0.01*

Error (session) 209 209

Group 2 5.70 0.01* 2 3.24 0.06

Error 19 19

FR2 Session 9 3.55 0.00* 9 5.30 0.00*

Session* group 18 1.06 0.40 18 1.98 0.01*

Error (session) 171 171

Group 2 15.12 0.00* 2 3.84 0.04*

Error 19 19

90 mg/kg/inf FR1 Session 11 8.34 0.00* 11 11.71 0.00*

Session* group 22 2.40 0.00* 22 3.51 0.00*

Error (session) 198 176

Group 2 22.01 0.00* 2 3.01 0.08

Error 18 16

FR2 Session 9 0.72 0.69 9 1.71 0.09

Session* Group 18 1.17 0.30 18 0.84 0.65

Error (session) 162 144

Group 2 13.22 0.00* 2 10.95 0.00*

Error 18

FR¼ fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement.
*Indicates significant main effect or interaction according to a priori criterion,
pp0.05.
aContrasts 2-Lever, NIC+VS, and NIC-Only groups.
bContrasts 2-Lever, NIC+VS and VS-Only (0 mg/kg/infusion) groups.
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confirmed by separate two-way ANOVAs on VS- and
infusion-lever responding with significant main effects of
Group and Dose, pso0.01, and significant Group�Dose
interactions, psp0.034. To further investigate, the effect of

manipulating nicotine dose on the primary reinforcing and
reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine, average drug-
intake across the last three FR2 test sessions (mg/kg/
session) was calculated and expressed as a function of unit
dose in Figure 2b. Co-presentation of nicotine and VS
results in higher total nicotine intake relative to rats making
independent responses for nicotine and VS. When both
reinforcers were contingent on a single operant response
(NIC+VS group), the reinforcement-enhancing effect of
nicotine may inflate drug intake by increasing the incentive
value of the non-pharmacological stimuli that are presented
in conjunction with drug infusions. Multivariate ANOVA
revealed significant main effects of Unit Dose and Group
and a Significant Unit Dose�Group interaction, psp0.02.
The relationship between unit nicotine dose and total

nicotine intake suggests that rats with independent control
of nicotine infusions (2-Lever and NIC-Only groups)
regulated their drug intake. In contrast, when both
reinforcers were delivered for making a single response,
nicotine intake increased monotonically with unit dose.
Regulating nicotine intake should be expressed as longer
inter-reinforcer (infusion) -intervals (IIIs) for rats with
access to higher unit doses. To investigate this possibility,
we calculated IIIs for the three groups with access to
nicotine over the 3 days that were used to generate dose–
response curves (sessions 20–22). Average intervals from
rats that received a minimum of three infusions per session
are illustrated in Figure 2c. For rats with independent
control over nicotine infusions, IIIs increased as unit
nicotine dose increased. In contrast, for rats in the NIC+
VS group, III did not vary as a function of unit nicotine
dose. These conclusions were confirmed by omnibus
ANOVA with a significant Group�Unit Dose interaction,
p¼ 0.02, and follow-ups contrasting dose in each group; IIIs
did not differ across doses in the NIC+VS group, psX0.11,
for 2-Lever and NIC-Only groups, rats receiving 60 and
90 mg/kg/infusion had significantly higher IIIs than the
30 mg/kg/infusion conditions, psp0.01. Notably, latency to
receive the first infusion (data not shown) did not vary
systematically as a function of Group or Dose, psX0.29.
Inactive levers: Some of the groups in the present studies

had inactive levers (NIC+VS and NIC-Only) or levers that
only delivered saline infusions (VS-Only). Therefore, we
determined whether response rates on the inactive or saline
associated lever differed from response rates on the lever
associated with reinforcement. The VS-Only group re-
sponded at higher rates on the VS-lever relative to the
infusion lever. This conclusion was supported by significant
main effects of Lever and Session during FR1 and FR2
sessions, psp0.001. For the NIC+VS and NIC-Only groups,
rats responded at higher rates on active levers, relative to
inactive levers, regardless of nicotine dose. This was
confirmed by three-way ANOVAs with significant main
effects of Lever and Session during both FR1 and FR2
testing, pso0.001. There was also a significant Lever�Dose
interaction for the NIC+VS group during FR2 sessions,
p¼ 0.011.

Mecamylamine/Saline Extinction

30 mg/kg unit dose baseline: Rats that received access to 60
or 90 mg/kg nicotine infusions during self-administration

Figure 2 Mean (71 SEM) reinforcers earned (top panel), nicotine intake
(center panel), and inter-infusion interval (bottom panel) as a function of
unit infusion dose (mg/kg/infusion) for rats with access to nicotine. Data
points represent averages from the last 3 days of SA Testing (sessions 20–
22). When nicotine and VS were contingent upon a single response (NIC
+VS groups) higher unit doses decreased the number of reinforcers
earned but increased nicotine intake and did not change inter-infusion
intervals. In contrast, when only nicotine was self-administered (NIC-Only
groups) or when drug infusions and VS were contingent upon separate
responses (2-Lever groups), nicotine intake was regulated and maximally
increased responding for VS (2-Lever groups). Higher unit doses did
not increase intake and inter-infusion intervals increased as a function of
unit dose.
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testing were switched to the 30 mg/kg unit dose. Under these
conditions, self-administration testing continued until rats
in each preceding dose condition (30, 60, or 90 mg/kg/
infusion) responded at similar rates for a minimum of 3
consecutive days. Stable performance was evident after 6
days of testing with the 30 mg/kg infusion dose (Fso1).
Extinction and reacquisition: Rats from each group were

randomly assigned to one of two extinction treatments
(SAL-EXT or MEC-EXT) with the constraints that preceding
dose condition and responding during the baseline phase
were matched. Figure 3 illustrates active-lever responding
for each group during the four test conditions of interest:
baseline (E0, last three sessions of baseline phase), acute
extinction (E1, first day of MEC challenge/saline substitu-
tion), chronic extinction (E7, 7th day of MEC challenge/
saline substitution), and re-acquisition (R4, 4th day re-
training with nicotine). The ANOVAs included Test as a
within subjects factor, Group (2-Lever, NIC+VS, etc.) and
Extinction Treatment (MEC-EXT and SAL-EXT) were
between subjects factors. Follow-ups exploring Group-
Test interactions used paired-samples t-tests (responding
from each test compared with the subsequent test) with
Bonferroni’s alpha correction (eg a¼ 0.05/3 comparisons).
Mecamylamine and saline extinction treatments did not
differ in their impact on VS- and infusion-lever responding,
Fsp0.98. Because of the small sample size in the VS-Only
group (n¼ 6) responding in the two extinction treatment
conditions was pooled for follow-up comparisons. Figure 4
illustrates average active-lever responding throughout each
phase; these data were included for visual inspection and
were not included in the analyses.
The reinforcement-enhancing effect of nicotine depends

on acute action of nicotine at nAChRs. For the 2-Lever and
NIC+VS groups, VS-lever responding declined as the result
of acute extinction treatment (extinction day 1) and did not

recover until reacquisition. Chronic extinction treatment
did not have any additional impact on the reinforcement-
enhancing effect of nicotine beyond that produced on the
first extinction day (2-Lever group). However, when these
enhancing effects were superimposed on primary reinforce-
ment (NIC+VS group), chronic treatment resulted in some
additional decrement. These conclusions were confirmed by
significant main effects of Group and Test, and a significant
Group�Test interaction, psp0.004. For NIC+VS and
2-Lever groups, follow-ups revealed a significant decrease
in responding after acute extinction (E0 vs E1) and a
significant increase after re-acquisition (E7 vs R4),
pso0.001. For the 2-Lever group, responding did not
change during the extinction phase (E1 vs E7), p¼ 0.21;
however for the NIC+VS group, active-lever responding
declined during extinction, p¼ 0.02. For both groups, VS-
lever responding was comparable to VS-Only controls
during the last extinction session (E7), psX0.15.
The primary reinforcing effect of nicotine depends on

both nicotinic-cholinergic function and an expectation of
the reinforcing outcome. For the 2-Lever and NIC-Only
groups, infusion-lever responding was not affected by acute
extinction treatment. In these groups, nicotine seeking
declined progressively across the extinction phase and was
re-acquired when the effects of nicotine were re-introduced.
These conclusions were confirmed by significant main
effects of Group and Test and a significant Group�Test
interaction, psp0.002. Follow-ups confirmed acute extinc-
tion (E0 vs E1) did not attenuate responding at the drug
lever in 2-Lever and NIC-Only groups, psX0.11. However,
responding decreased after chronic testing (E1 vs E7),
psp0.003, and increased after re-acquisition (E7 vs R4),
psp0.001.
The results suggested that the reinforcement-enhancing

effects of nicotine were immediately abolished by extinction
treatment, whereas primary reinforcement decremented
over successive treatments (Figure 3). Additional analyses
examined the pattern of responding across 10min intervals
for the last 30 mg/kg baseline session and the first extinction
session (Figure 4) in order to determine whether any
enhancing effect of nicotine was retained during the first
extinction session. Omnibus ANOVAs revealed that no
main effect or interaction involving extinction condition
(MEC-EXT vs SAL-EXT) was significant, psX0.31, so data
from these conditions were pooled. During the last baseline
session and first extinction session, the 2-Lever group
demonstrates a pattern of responding that is consistent with
the pattern seen across extinction sessions. The VS
immediately loses value as the result of extinction treatment
(Figure 4b), whereas nicotine seeking does not change
(Figure 4a and c). This finding was confirmed by two-way
within groups (Session� Interval) ANOVAs. For infusion-
lever responding, only the main effect of Interval was
significant, po0.001 (this pattern was identical for NIC-
Only group, po0.001). For VS-lever responding only the
main effect of Session was significant, p¼ 0.001. The
significant main effects and interaction observed for the
NIC+VS group (Interval, Session, and Session� Interval,
pso0.001) suggests that responding was normally main-
tained during the session by enhanced VS seeking (day 28),
but this was decremented during the first session of
extinction treatment.

Figure 3 Mean (71 SEM) active lever responses for 2-Lever, NIC+VS,
NIC-Only, and VS-Only groups during the baseline (E0, last three sessions
of 30 mg/kg/infusion baseline phase), acute extinction (E1, first day of MEC
challenge/saline substitution), chronic extinction (E7, 7th day of MEC
challenge/saline substitution), and re-acquisition (R4, 4th day re-training
with nicotine). The mecamylamine pretreatment and saline substitution
conditions did not differ from one another in any group. The
reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine were dependent on the acute
action of nicotine at nAChRs (right panel). In contrast, the primary
reinforcing effects of nicotine required a new association between the lever
and attenuated nAChR activity (ie extinction, left panel).
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DISCUSSION

Nicotine is an agonist at central nervous system nAChRs
and this action is generally considered to be the pharma-
cological substrate for nicotine-reinforcement (eg Corrigall
and Coen, 1989). However, we have recently demonstrated
that nicotine has at least two effects on reinforcement
(Chaudhri et al, 2006b; Donny et al, 2003): it enhances the
incentive value of a reinforcing non-pharmacological
stimulus (reinforcement-enhancing effect) and also sup-
ports operant responding when no other outcome is
contingent on this behavior (primary reinforcing effect,
see Chaudhri et al, 2006a for review). These findings raise
important questions about the role of nicotinic systems in
reinforcement, namely, how do nAChRs mediate each
reinforcement-related effect of nicotine? The present studies
were designed to examine the contribution of nAChRs to
the primary reinforcing and reinforcement-enhancing
effects of nicotine using a paradigm that can systematically
dissociate the two phenomena (Palmatier et al, 2006). Three
new findings emerged that may help to refine our under-

standing of nicotine’s incentive properties. First, the
primary reinforcing effects of nicotine depend on nAChR
activity and an ‘expectation’ of a reinforcing drug effect.
Second, the reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine
depend on acute pharmacological activity of nAChRs.
Third, under standard self-administration training proto-
cols, responding for a non-pharmacological stimulus may
inflate total nicotine intake.
Although both the primary reinforcing and reinforce-

ment-enhancing effects of nicotine emerged gradually over
self-administration sessions, their reliance on nAChR
function differed substantially. The primary reinforcing
effects of nicotine were mediated by an interaction between
nAChR function and some behavioral/neurobiological
process that changed over time (Figure 3 left panel). As
mecamylamine challenge and saline substitution produced
patterns of responding that were identical over all phases
of the study, it is unlikely that a cumulative effect of
mecamylamine treatment was responsible for decreasing
operant responding. Rats in the 2-Lever and NIC-Only
groups that received SAL-EXT treatment had to make a new

Figure 4 Mean (71 SEM) active lever responses for 2-Lever (a and b), NIC-Only (c), and NIC+VS (d) groups plotted as 10-min intervals from the last
30 mg/kg/infusion baseline session (day 28) and first extinction session (Ext 1). The reinforcement-enhancing effect of nicotine was abolished as soon as the
effects of nicotine were attenuated (b). Within-session responding for the primary reinforcing effect of nicotine (a and c) supports the conclusion that
attenuation of this effect requires new learning. For the NIC+VS group (d), the pattern of responding across the first extinction session may represent new
learning about lever-nicotine and/or VS-nicotine contingencies.
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association between the operant response and a change in
availability of the drug reinforcer (nicotine). The compar-
able change in the MEC-EXT group suggests that after
mecamylamine challenge the infusion-lever response had to
enter into a new association with decreased efficacy of
nicotine at nAChRs. This extinction-like effect of mecamy-
lamine is not novel (Donny et al, 1999; Risner and Goldberg,
1983; Shoaib et al, 1997), but in the present study, it is
uncontaminated by co-presentation of a stimulus during the
acquisition of ‘nicotine reinforcement’. In prior studies,
decremental responding induced by acute/chronic meca-
mylamine may represent extinction of response-nicotine
associations, extinction of stimulus-nicotine associations, or
loss of the reinforcement-enhancing effect (see later).
However, in the present study, the 2-Lever and NIC-Only
groups isolate nicotine seeking to associations between the
operant response and nicotine’s effect at nAChRs.
Although the effect of mecamylamine on nicotine

reinforcement is clear in the 2-Lever and NIC-Only groups,
it is somewhat surprising that decreasing the effect of
nicotine at the receptor does not decrease nicotine seeking.
Decreased nicotine seeking after acute mecamylamine
treatment in previous studies (eg Corrigall and Coen,
1989) suggests that nAChRs mediate the motivation to take
nicotine or the drug’s incentive value. However, there are
presumably two processes guiding responding on the
nicotine lever in the present study: the motivation to take
nicotine (the drugs incentive value) and the associative
history between nicotine-delivery and the operant response.
In the present studies, mecamylamine did not change
incentive value, but permitted a change in the associative
history of the operant response. Incentive value is often
attributed to mesocorticolimbic circuits that mediate
associations between rewards and stimuli/responses con-
tiguous with those rewards (Balfour et al, 2000; Corrigall
et al, 1994; Di Chiara, 2000; Laviolette and van der Kooy,
2004; Picciotto and Corrigall, 2002). The incentive value of
nicotine likely depends on induction of long-term changes
in synaptic function that are facilitated by, but not
dependent on, continued nAChR activity in these regions.
For example, nicotine causes long-term facilitation of
glutamate release from prefrontal cortical neurons project-
ing to the ventral tegmental area (VTA, Mansvelder et al,
2002; Schilström et al, 2003). This facilitation is thought to
increase burst firing of VTA cells and increase extracellular
dopamine in VTA target regions (eg Gonon, 1988). If
facilitation of glutamatergic communication in the VTA is
responsible for the nicotine’s incentive value, then disrupt-
ing of glutamatergic activity in the VTA should immediately
decrease primary reinforcement. Notably, Laviolette and
van der Kooy (2003) showed that VTA administration of the
N-methyl-D-aspartate glutamate receptor antagonist AP-7
decreased nicotine-induced conditioned place preference,
perhaps by disrupting the drugs incentive value.
In contrast to the primary reinforcing effects of nicotine,

the reinforcement-enhancing effects depend only on the
acute action of nicotine at nAChRs (right panel of Figures 3
and 4b). As soon as nicotine was removed (SAL-EXT group)
or nicotinic activity attenuated (MEC-EXT group) respond-
ing for the VS returned to basal levels (Figure 3). The
pattern of VS seeking within the first extinction session
generally supports this conclusion; when nicotine- and

VS-seeking are unconfounded by co-presentation (ie 2-Lever
group), no enhancing effect is evident during any period of
the first extinction session (Figure 4b). This finding
contrasts with previous studies demonstrating that nicotine
enhances a goal-directed conditional response (Olausson
et al, 2003) and responding with conditioned reinforcement
(Olausson et al, 2003, 2004) for up to 14 days after the last
drug exposure. An important future direction of the present
research will be to determine whether the effects of nicotine
on conditional reinforcement (Olausson et al, 2004) differ
from its effects on unconditional or sensory reinforcement
(Palmatier et al, 2006, present studies). Conditional re-
sponses and reinforcers may differ from unconditional
reinforcers in a manner that makes them more susceptible to
the influence of prior nicotine exposure. For example, prior
exposure to low nicotine doses (eg 0.18mg/kg for 9 days)
may enhance associative learning (Bevins and Palmatier,
2003) and therefore acquisition and expression of condi-
tional responses (Olausson et al, 2003, 2004).
The dose–response relationships obtained for the NIC+

VS and NIC-Only groups (Figure 2) replicate curves we have
previously reported for nicotine when drug infusions are
co-presented with another reinforcing stimulus (Donny
et al, 1999) and when drug infusions are delivered alone
(Donny et al, 2003). When nicotine infusions are the only
reinforcer available under a fixed ratio schedule, the dose–
response relationship is relatively flat (Figure 2a, Donny
et al, 2003). Under ‘standard’ self-administration protocols
(NIC+VS group), unit dose is inversely related to FR
response rates (Figure 2a, Donny et al, 1999). Under FR
schedules of drug self-administration, the inverse relation-
ship between unit dose and response rate is often attributed
to satiety (eg Wise, 1987). Therefore, it is tempting to
conclude that in the NIC+VS groups, high unit doses of
nicotine would increase responding for VS, except for a
satiating effect of nicotine that inhibits responding on a
lever associated with drug infusions. However, previous
studies of the reinforcement-enhancing effect (Chaudhri
et al, 2006c; Liu et al, 2005) invalidate this account. When
nicotine infusions are yoked to NIC+VS groups (Chaudhri
et al, 2006c) the dose–response relationship does not differ
from NIC+VS groups, response rate declines as unit dose
increases. This finding argues against satiety-mediated
decreases; yoked groups were not responding for drug
infusions so drug satiety should not inhibit responding.
Responding in NIC+VS groups at higher unit doses
probably reflects psychomotor inhibition or some aversive
effect of nicotine. However, the relationship between
nicotine dose and the reinforcement-enhancing effect, as
well as the motivational factors mediating decreased
responding under FR schedules, require further experi-
mental investigation.
As finding that nicotine has an unconditioned enhancing

effect on reinforcement, we have considered many ques-
tions about the nature of the phenomenon and the
circumstances under which it is manifest. For example,
how is this effect involved in tobacco addiction? The dose–
response findings from the present study may provide an
initial answer to this question. Nicotine intake is inflated by
sensory reinforcers only when both outcomes are depen-
dent on the same operant. Sensory reinforcers tied to
nicotine intake (taste/smell of smoke, etc.) may also inflate
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drug taking in human smokers. For example, smokers rate
intravenous nicotine delivery to be much less satisfying
than access to denicotinized smoke (Rose et al, 2000) and
puffing denicotinized cigarettes has a stronger satiating
effect on ad lib smoking than pulsed infusions of nicotine
(Rose et al, 2003). More sensitivity to the sensorimotor
component of smoking, relative to nicotine intake, probably
reflects a combination of conditional value bestowed upon
these sensorimotor cues by prior association with nicotine
as well as a direct inflation of their incentive value by the
reinforcement-enhancing effects of nicotine. However, in
traditional single-lever paradigms, the dual reinforcing
effects of nicotine make it difficult to determine which
variables control responding and must be mitigated by a
‘control’ group in which both reinforcers are available, self-
administered, and non-competitive. When these technical
details are considered, both the concurrent access (2-Lever)
and paired stimulus (NIC+VS) paradigms can offer a great
deal of insight into the behavioral and biological factors that
mediate tobacco addiction.
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